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Abstract

This paper describes an FMS scheduling method that treats an FMS

as a group of problem-solving agents cooperating to perform manufac-

turing jobs. The main thrusts of such a method include the ability to

handle the dynamically changing production conditions, its taking into

account the communication method, the improved reliability, and the

use of distributed control. The paper emphasizes research issues

associated with various aspects of the cooperative problem-solving

method, including: (1) dynamic task assignments, (2) the coordination

mechanism, and (3) knowledge-based scheduling as problem solving. A

simulation study which compares the performance of the cooperative

problem solving approach with that of the more traditional scheduling

approaches is also reported.





I. Introduction

An emerging architecture for flexible manufacturing systems (FMS)

is the cellular system where a group of flexible cells perform manu-

facturing tasks collectively (Bourne [1982], Cutkosky [1984], and

Simpson et al. [1982]). Such cellular FMS, as shown conceptually in

Figure 1.1, have played an increasingly important role in the automated

manufacturing technology for many reasons; among them are the reduced

machine set-up time, simplified tooling requirements, the simplifica-

tion of planning and control, reduced in-process inventory, the near-

constant load time, and system modularity (McLean, et al. [1983], Green

and Sadowski [1984], and Sikha and Hollier [1984]). This paper is con-

cerned with the scheduling aspect of the cellular system. It presents

a novel approach which essentially treats the scheduling problem by the

multiagent problem-solving paradigm: because the whole scheduling task

is large and complicated, the set of problem-solving agents— the cells-

would carry out the task collectively. To emphasize the cooperation

aspect, the method is characterized as "cooperative problem-solving."

The cooperation among cells is achieved through exchanging information

in an orderly manner, guided by a bidding mechanism.

Insert Figure 1.1 Here

In the cellular FMS, as shown in Figure 1.1, the cells communicate

with each other through a local area network (LAN). Associated with

such a networking environment, there are two possible control

structures underlying the scheduling decisions: (1) the system uses

a centralized scheduler in charge of job assignment and the scheduler

keeps track of the whole cellular system by a global database; and (2)
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the system uses a distributed scheduling scheme and let the set of

cells perform scheduling based on local information (Schoeffler

[1984]). By way of comparison, scheduling with distributed instead of

centralized control has these advantages: (1) better reliability— the

system degrades gracefully in the event of scheduler breakdown; (2)

upward extensibility— the control structure remains the same with

additions of new cells to the extent that the network is not satu-

rated; (3) improved performance— the scheduling performance can be

improved because the scheduling is achieved by parallel processing and

also because of the elimination of the bottleneck caused by the global

scheduler; and (4) cost-effectiveness— it is more cost-effective

because of the smaller processing requirements on the computers and

less communication bandwidth requirements needed for global updating.

The implications of distributed control structures to the scheduling

method are summarized in Table 1.1.

Insert Table 1.1 Here

By treating FMS scheduling as cooperative problem solving, the

scheduling approach presented in this paper has the following

features: (1) it is a distributed scheduling technique; no cell has

greater importance, as far as scheduling is concerned, than any other

cell; (2) the algorithm is flexible and can take into account such

information as loading factor, unexpected breakdowns, or resource

constraints in the bidding scheme; (3) compared with dynamic

dispatching rules previously used, the bidding algorithm is character-

ized by its more accurate estimation of processing times, without



Table 1.1 Implications of Control Structures

to Scheduling

Control Structure

Execution of

Scheduling

Control Mechanism
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Scheduler's

Failure

Centralized Syitea

centralized

a master scheduler

Manufacturing
Database
Management

master-slave control

with unidirectional
me ss age -pas 8 ing

entire system would

stop

a global database

Maintaining
Dynamic System

Information

constant updating
through communi-
cation messages

Distributed Net

decentralized

a scheduler in

each cell

coordination
through exchanging
messages

only that par-

ticular cell would

be disrupted

distributed data-

bases

local updating
without communi-
cation activities
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spending the cost of constant global updating; (4) this is the only

scheduling algorithm in the manufacturing area to date that considers

the characteristics of the communication network, i.e., loosely coupled

cells with distributed control, packet-switching, communication delay,

and the broadcasting capability; (5) the scheme can be represented by

an augmented Petri net model and implemented in the multilayer protocol

compatible with Manufacturing Automation Protocol (MAP); (6) on the

cell level, the automatic problem-solving method is used to schedule

the jobs, carried out by a knowledge-based system based on a heuristic

searching procedure.

II. Scheduling as Cooperative Problem Solving

In the cellular FMS, the machines are grouped into flexible cells

by group technology. For those operations in the same family, the

corresponding workpieces will have similar shapes and can be made out

by similar toolings. Each cell can have several set-ups for differ-

ent families of operations; jobs entered into the system usually move

between cells for completing several types of operations as specified.

The devises responsible for transporting jobs between cells can take

many forms, including conveyors, robots trucks, or automated guided

vehicles (AGVs). When a new job arrives, the scheduler on the cell

interacts with the scheduler on other cells in order to determine the

most appropriate cell on which the job can be sent.

The jobs arrive at the system dynamically over time and the system

behaves like a network of queues. The cellular FMS is a loosely

coupled system of cooperating flexible cells in which each cell can be



set up to produce items belonging to a range of several part families,

but in which a particular cell holds a competitive advantage over

other cells on a specialized subsets of the jobs. A job consisting of

operations of different families may be collectively manufactured by

several cells; for a overloaded cell, some jobs are tranferred to

other temporarily underloaded cells with similar functionalities.

These operational decisions can be viewed as the task-assignment

problem aiming at matching given jobs with the most capable cells.

The task-assignment problem has been studied in prior scheduling

research; assorted techniques have been used to solve the problem,

such as the graph theoretic method, queueing network analysis, mathe-

matic programming, or the use of heuristics rules (Baker [1976] and

French [1982]). The scheduling problem in flexible manufacturing

—

characterized by the shorter lead-time, machine flexibility, and

dynamic job arrivals— has been studied by simulation techniques

(Shanthikumar and Sargent [1980] and Chang et al. [1984]), queueing

network analysis (Solberg [1977], Stecke [1982, 1985], Kimemia and

Gershwin [1985]), and artificial intelligence (Shaw [1984], Shaw and

Whinston [1985a] [1985b]). Characteristics of the scheduling methods

for cellular manufacturing are described in McLean et al. [1982] and

Sinha and Hollier [1984]. Mosier et al. [1984] developed and eval-

uated dispatching rules for scheduling jobs among manufacturing cells

formed by group technology.

Although the importance of appropriately incorporating LAN tech-

nology in automated manufacturing systems has been pointed out by

several researchers, such as McLean et al. [1983], Cutkosky et al.
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[1984], Ranky [1985], and Keil and Dillon [1985], there has not been

any work evaluating the impact of the LAN technology on the way the

FMS scheduling is performed; nor is there any research that considers

the networking environment in designing the scheduling method for FMS.

The method presented in this paper can fill that void.

As previously described, the cellular FMS can be treated as a group

of loosely-coupled, cooperating cells where each cell Is an intelligent

problem-solving agent. As such, coordinating the operations performed

in a cellular FMS is analogous to organizing a group of specialists to

accomplish the given set of tasks. Accordingly, organization models

can be useful in analyzing cellular FMSs. Simon [1982] first drew the

parallel between the structures of computerized systems and that of

human organizations. He focused on the limitation on the processing

capability of individual problem-solving agents and articulated the

information processing model for analyzing organization structures.

According to this school of thought, an organization can be viewed on

an abstract level as consisting of: (1) a group of agents; (2) a set

of activities specialized and performed by each agent; (3) a set of

communications means among the agents; and (4) a set of performance

goals by which the combined activities of the agents are evaluated.

To organize, then, is to (1) establish the goal of organization; (2)

segment the goals into separate activities; and (3) assign the activi-

ties to agent in such a way that the overall goals are achieved

(Malone and Smith [1984]).

The same information processing model for analyzing human organi-

zations can be applied to the scheduling of cellular FMS, where the
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host-computer of each cell can be treated as a problem-solving agent.

Since the major problem-solving task in this case is the scheduling of

jobs, the activities performed by each agent are confined by the set-

up of the corresponding cell. Using such a paradigm, the scheduling

of FMS is equivalent to solving problems by a group of agents, with

each agent specialized in a given set of activities.

The configuration of such a cooperative problem-solving system

and the effects of interactions between the cells can be modeled as a

directed graph:

G = (E,I)

The graph G defines the information structure of the cellular

system. The problem-solving activities in cell i may impact on the

problem-solving activities in cell j through the interactions I . .

.

Every cell in the graph represents a problem-solving agent E. , cor-

responding to cell i. In the scope of this paper, the major problem-

solving activity is the scheduling of manufacturing processes.

A job T is decomposed into tasks t. , t , ..., t which are

assigned to cells EPl , E_ , . . . , E_ (e e I is the index of thee l e 2 cm £

corresponding cell). If the collection of tasks assigned to cell

E e . is denoted by Te .
, then

U Te = T

I e [l.ra]

and

t n t = *.
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We are mainly concerned with problems which can be sufficiently

decoupled and the effects of one agent are largely independent of

other agents. This is the case in the FMS environment where machin-

ing operations in different cells are mostly independent. The primary

coordinating activities, then, are the assignments of tasks to

appropriate cells. The process of cooperative problem solving in this

situation can be algorithmically represented as follows:

Procedure DP (T)

Input

:

T: the job to be achieved.

E: the set of scheduling cells.

Output

:

P: a distributed schedule to achieve goal T.

Begin

(1) T' «• — DECOMPOSE(T)
{T' is a partition of T}

(2) A <- — DISTRIBUTE^' ,E)

{A is the set of pairs (e ,T )
}

For all i Do
X

(3) Begin
If (OVERLOAD(e )) Then DP(T )

(4) P 4- — EXECUTE(Te )

(5) P «- result(P.)
i

End
X

End

The adoption of the cooperative problem-solving method implies the

need for a new type of information-control mechanism for coordinating

manufacturing activities. Since there is no centralized master con-

troller directing the activities of individual cells, it becomes essen-

tial that the cells have to be able to reach scheduling decisions by

collective, concerted efforts. Two major issues warrant attention:

(1) an effective task-assignment scheme among cells to ensure that all

the resources can be efficiently utilized, and (2) the coordination
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mechanisra exercised among the cells, so that the manufacturing tasks

can be carried out cooperatively. The network-wide bidding scheme

described in this paper can achieve these two functions.

In analyzing the information processing requirements of various

forms of organizations, Simon [1982] singled out the market as a type of

organization where only a small amount of information need to be trans-

ferred to achieve coordination. It has been shown that the bidding

mechanism, an information-exchanging mechanism commonly used for allo-

cating commodities or for establishing job contracts in the market, can

achieve efficient allocation within an organization (Harris and Ravi

[1981], Malone and Smith [1984]). To achieve the same type of infor-

mation efficiency in the scheduling of an FMS , the bidding mechanism is

used to regulate the coordination and task allocation among the agents

—

i.e., the cells. Specifically, the scheduling decision is made by

collecting the price from each manufacturing cell for taking on the job.

This paradigm for cooperative problem solving was first developed by

research in artificial intelligence (Davis and Smith [1983], Shaw

[1985]) and has been applied to such distributed systems as the sensor

network (Smith [1980]) or computer networks (Malone [1983], Ramamritham

and Stankovic [1984]). Davis [1981], Axelrod [1984], and Rosenschein

and Genesereth [1984] presented formalisms for analyzing the coopera-

tion between problem solvers.

III. The Distributed Scheme for Dynamic Task Assignment

In the network-wide bidding scheme, when a cell needs to initiate

the task assignment algorithm for one of its jobs, it begins with

broadcasting a task-announcement message through the LAN to other
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cells and takes on the role as the manager cell of the job. Those

cells that receive this message will, in turn, transmit a bidding

message which contains its estimation of the earliest finish time, the

surrogate for the "price" of the job if assigned. When all the bids

have returned, the manager cell then selects the cell which can finish

the job the earliest to perform the task. The corresponding workpiece

is then transferred to the cell selected, i.e., the contractor cell.

Task Announcement

When a job finishes its operations in a cell, the cell's control

unit will check to see if there are any remaining operations to be

done. If all operations have been completed, the workpiece is sent to

the storage area; otherwise, the cell's control unit would have to

make the decision regarding which cell the job should go to next.

Keeping the job in the same cell is also a valid decision, but this

has to be made after the performance data from other cells are col-

lected and compared through bidding.

Associated with each task announcement packet would be a deadline

before which the bid must be submitted. To make sure the deadline for

bid return is set in such a fashion that all the qualified cells have

enough time to evaluate the task and return the bid, the bidding

interval At enforced by the deadline should be postulated to satisfy a

lower-bound condition: At _> 2 x t + t
?

, where t is the communica-

tion delay and t„ is the estimated time necessary for task evaluation.

In the cellular manufacturing system, three types of manufacturing

cells may exist: (1) flexible cells, where general-purpose machines

are used and the set-up is flexible for performing a wide-ranging
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family of operations; (2) product-oriented cells, where a certain type

of product is manufactured, e.g., gear cell for producing gears; and

(3) robot assembly cells, where robots are used for putting sub-

assemblies together. Depending on the set-up of a flexible cell or a

robot assembly cell, the cell's control unit would give different per-

formance estimates at different moments. The product-oriented cells,

on the other hand, have relatively more static functions in terms of

the set of operations they perform. For a job requesting an operation

that can be performed in these product-oriented cells, the task-

announcement message can be directly addressed to the destination

cell. The scheduling of jobs can be accelerated by such "focused

addressing.

"

Bidding

When a cell receives a task-announcement message from the com-

munication network, it first matches the task description with its

capability-list and checks whether the required operations are within

its capabilities. A bid for the task is returned only if the cell can

perform the task. The cell then proceeds to calculate the bidding

function which has the following three components: (1) The estimated

processing time, which is calculated by a routine based on the

machining parameters specified in the task-announcement packet, such

as cutting speed, raw material, depth of cut, surface finish require-

ment, cutting tools' wearing condition, current set-up, and lubrica-

tion temperature; (2) the estimated waiting time, which is calculated

by adding up the estimated processing time of the jobs in the queue;
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and (3) the estimated travel time, which is calculated based on the

travel distance between the two cells.

This particular bidding function implies that each flexible cell

submits its estimation on the earliest time it can finish the task if

assigned. By assigning the task to the lowest bidder, the manager

cell essentially is executing the earliest-finishing-time (EFT)

heuristic for dynamic scheduling (Baker [1974]). Other dispatching

heuristics can also be incorporated. For example, if the bidding

function is determined by the estimated processing time of each cell,

then the scheduling is essentially based on the decentralized version

of shortest-processing-time (SPT) dispatching, which has been shown to

give good scheduling performance to dynamic job shop (French [1982])

and flexible manufacturing systems (Chang [1984]). This flexibility

enables the bidding scheme to integrate very well with the traditional

scheduling methods. The simulation study in Section 5 will examine

the performance implications of different bidding functions.

If jobs arrive at the system in clusters, then there is a possible

flaw in the way the waiting time is estimated. That is, when a cell

is granted more than one job simultaneously, the actual waiting time

will be greater than the estimated waiting time, since the estimation

is calculated disregarding the other jobs, some of which may end up in

the same cell. For dealing with such an environment, the distributed

algorithm needs to be modified so that a cell will rank the announced

tasks and only bid on the most preferred task. Such an arrangement,

however, would prolong the time taken for making the assignment deci-

sion.
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Bid Evaluation and Task Awarding

When the deadline for bid submission is due, a bid-evaluation pro-

cedure is carried out by the cell that originally announced the task.

All the bids submitted for this task have been put in a list, ranked

by the value of each bid. In our algorithm, the bid of cell i is

calculated based on the earliest finish time of each task if the task

is assigned to cell i. The scheduler of the manager cell then chooses

the cell with the smallest bid, i.e., the cell which can finish pro-

cessing the task the earliest.

Once bid-evaluation is completed, an award message is sent to the

best bidder, informing the awardee of the pending job so that the cell

which has been awarded the task will take this new task into consider-

ation in the subsequent calculation of earliest-finish-time in bidding

for future jobs. This task-awarding information also enables the

awardee cell to start loading part programs for the new task. The

local scheduler of the awardee cell will take the newly assigned job

into consideration in the next scheduling cycle. The bidding scheme

is schematically shown in Figure III.l.

Insert Figure III.l Here

Under the distributed control scheme, the dynamic system informa-

tion such as cell status, location of parts, position of tools, progress

of jobs, etc., is managed by a distributed database system. Each cell

maintains its own local world model (discussed in Section V), while

systematically coordinating with other cells through task sharing and

bidding. By eliminating the necessity to collect dynamically changing
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system information in a global database, the possible bottleneck and

the communication activities for constant updating are avoided.

IV. Modeling and Automating the Coordination Mechanism

This section concerns a mechanism that can carry out the bidding

scheme in the distributed, networking environment. This mechanism can

be activated by each cell in a decentralized fashion while keeping the

execution of manufacturing tasks well coordinated. Three issues need

to be considered in designing such a mechanism: (1) a model of the

bidding scheme for dynamic, concurrent execution; (2) the execution of

this bidding scheme in a decentralized, well-coordinated manner; and

(3) a formalism for intercell communication.

The augmented Petri-net model, an integration of production rules

and Petri-nets, is used to model the bidding scheme. The automation

of this model, carried out by the corresponding Petri-net language,

leads to a distributed algorithm for dynamic task assignment. The

model includes a procedural representation of the interactions between

cells and a declarative representation of the decision process within

a cell. Let us review the components involved in the augmented Petri-

net model and then describe using this model to carry out the bidding

scheme.

Designed to model process concurrency and precedence relations,

the Petri net model has been used to model, specify, and verify

communication protocols (Peterson [1981], Nelson, et al. [1983]). The

definition of the Petri net follows:
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Definltion 1 (Petri Net)

A Petri net, W, is a quadruple, W = <P,T,1,0>, where P is the set

of places, T is the set of transitions; I:T * P* defines the input

function, and 0:T > P* defines the output function.

A place is marked if it has one or more tokens; a transition is

enabled if each of its input places are marked. The firing of an

enabled transition removes one token from each of its input places and

adds one token to each of its output places. A token distribution

among the available places in a Petri net is called a marking of the

net. Corresponding to each Petri net a labelling function for the

transitions 1: T + Z, and an initial marking, X, Petri net language

is defined as:

L(l) = {1(8) e Z*
1
6 e T* and 6(X,B)}

where 6 is the next-state function. For a sequence of transitions

t .. . t.„, ..., t ., , 6( X, t.
1
t.„t._...t.,) represents that the firing

jl j2' jk' jl j2 j3 jk y 6

of the transition sequence, t . . , t.„, up to t., , is legal. L( i) de-
jl j2 jk

fines the set of all possible sequences of transition firings for a

given Petri net. Thus, if one can represent a complicated process as

a Petri-net, the corresponding Petri-net language can be used to regu-

late the correct execution of that process.

Definition 2 (Augmented Petri Nets)

An augmented Petri net is composed of seven elements:

APN = <P,T,I,0,X,AP,D>
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where <P,T,I,0> is a Petri net as defined in Definition 1; X is the

initial marking of this net. The set of transitions, T, also defines

the set of productions, with each transition corresponding to one

production rule. D is the set of database elements in the production

system and AP is the set of active productions whose conditions are

satisfied by D.

A transition t in T is "firable" iff

(1) t e AP; and

(2) I(t) is marked; I(t) represents the set of input places of the

transition t.

In the augmented Petri net model, since there is a production rule

corresponding to every transition, one can label the transition and

the associated production rule with the same labelling function. The

Petri net language in the augmented Petri net can thus be seen as

either the set of all possible sequences of transitions or, alter-

natively, as the set of all allowable sequences of production rule

invocations. If each transition corresponds to a decision/activities

pair, the Petri net language generates the correct sequence of making

these decisions.

Task bidding for several tasks are usually executed concurrently.

The manager cell may be ranking the incoming bids while the potential

contractors at the same time are collecting task-announcements and

deciding on whether to submit bids. Consequently, the transfer of

messages (e.g., task-announcements, bids) from one cell to another

requires synchronized activities among the cells involved. Augmented

Petri nets can ensure the correct implementation of these synchronized

activities.
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To use the augmented Petri net model, the bidding process can be

represented by two subsets: one (Figure IV. 1(a)) models the necessary

actions of the manager cell who announces a task to other cells, pro-

cessing the incoming bids and awards the task, to the selected cell;

the other sub-net (Figure IV. 1(b)) models the corresponding actions of

the cells who receive the task-announcement (the contractor cells).

This sub-net deals with the decision on submitting bids.

Insert Figure IV. 1 Here

Each activity in the process is represented by a production rule,

and the interactions among these activities are represented by the

Petri net. Each transition in the Petri net (denoted by a bar in the

figures) corresponds to one production rule. When a transition is

enabled (i.e., all input places are marked), the corresponding rules

will determine the firing condition. Figure IV. 2 lists the set of

production rules that correspond to the transitions in the two

augmented Petri nets in Figure IV. 1. At each step in the process, the

augmented Petri nets guide the bidding process of all cells so that

the task assignments are correctly carried out. The Petri net

language can serve as the "control language" to regulate the invoca-

tion of production rules in the production system during its inference

process. Such a production system whose control structure is repre-

sented explicitly is called a controlled production system (Georgeff

[1982]).

Insert Figure IV. 2 Here
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If (NEW-TASK task)

then (TASK-INITIALIZATION task)

if TASK-EVALUATE task)

then (TASK-ANNOUNCEMENT task)

if (BID-RETURN bid)

AND (LEQ time-now deadline)
then (BID-PROCESSING bid)

if (LEO time-now deadline)

then

if (GT time-now deadline)

AND (NE bid-list blank)

then (BID-AWARD bid-list)

if (GT time-now deadline)
AND (EQ bid-list blank)

then (REANNOUNCE task)

if (REPLY-TO-AWARD reject)

then (RE-AWARD task)

if (REPLY-TO-AWARD reject)

then (RE-AWARD task)

if (NOT (TASK-EVALUATE task))

then (LIST-AGENDA task)

if (TASK-ANNOUNCED task)

then (TASK-RANKING task)

11

12

13

14

15

16

if (EO (PROCESSSOR-FOR-TASK task) busy)

then (LIST-ACTIVE-TASK-ANNOUNCEMENT tas

if (EO (PROCESSOR-FOR-TASK task) idle)

then (BID-REPLY (BID-SELECT a-t-a-1))

if (LEO time-now deadline)

then (BIDDING task)

if (BID-REPLY accept)
AND (CELL-CONDITION normal)

then (LIST-AGENDA task)
AND (REPLY-TO-AWARD accept)

if (BID-REPLY accept)
AND (CELL-CONDITION not-normal)

then (REPLY-TO-AWARD reject)

if (BID-REPLY reject)

then (RE-BIDDING (BID-SELECT a-t-a-1))

Figure IV. 2. The Production Rules Used in the APN Model
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The control language in effect guides the allowable sequences of

production invocations, i.e., a production is applicable only if it is

accepted by the control language. At each stage of the execution, the

control language acts to focus the control on a subset of the pro-

ductions, the applicable productions, and prohibits the other produc-

tions from being invoked. This isomorphism between (1) the augmented

Petri net model and (2) a production system model with a separate

control language enables each cell to deal with the task-assignment

problem by executing the production rules listed in Figure IV. 2 and

using the Petri-net language corresponding to Figure IV. L to guide the

rule selection.

For executing correct communication activities in a network, a

communication protocol is required so that each communicating node can

follow the protocol to transmit data correctly through the network.

Shaw [1986b] showed that the aforementioned coordination mechanism,

executed by the controlled production system can be implemented in the

MAP environment. In addition to the coordination mechanism, a common

interface language is also required to enable cell-host computers to

communicate their intentions and share information with one another.

This parallels how people communicate. For this purpose, a formalism

for expressing the messages needs to be specified so that the inter-

face language for achieving coordination is consistently used and

should be recognizable to all host computers. The format for the

messages used in the distributed scheduling method is shown in Figure

IV. 3. The format is based on phrase-structure grammar specified in

Backus-Naur Form (Danthine [1980]).



<MESSAC> :— CADDRESSEEXORIGINATORXTEm

<ADDRESSEE> :« [NET-ADDRESS J | f SUBNET-ADDRESS] |
[NODE-ADDRESS]

<ORICINATOR> :— [NET-ADDRESS]
|
[SUBNET-ADDRESS]

|
[NODE-ADDRESS]

<TEXT> :-- <TASK-ANNOUNCEMENT>|<BID>|<ACKNOVLEDGEMENT>|<AWARD>|

<QUERY>|<STATUS>

<TASK-ANNOUNCEMENT> :— TASK-ANNOUNCEMENT [TASK-ID] [ELIGIBILITY]

[TASK-ABSTRACTION] [DEADLINE]

<BID> :«« BID [TASK-ID] [EARLIEST-FINISHING-TIME]

<ACKNOVLEDCEMENT> :« ACK[TASK-ID]

<AWARD> :-« AWARD [TASK-ID] [EXPECTED-ARRIVAL-TIME]

<QUERY> :« QUERY [TASK-ID]

<STATUS> :« STATUS [TASK-ID] [STARTING-TIME] [COMPLETION-TIME]

Figure IV. 3 The Syntax of the Interface Language
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Insert Figure IV. 3 Here

V. Knowledge-Based Problem Solving for Cellular Scheduling

Based on the cooperative problem solving paradigm, the FMS schedul-

ing is carried out by a group of cooperating, loosely-coupled flexible

cells, each cell specialized in specified areas of manufacturing

expertise. The scheduling problem, then, becomes a two-level problem:

the first level is the task, assignment problem and the second level is

the local scheduling of each cell (Shaw [1986a]). This two-level

scheduling approach is illustrated in Figure V.l.

Insert Figures V.l. Here

Due to the flexibility of the machines, a given task assigned

to a cell usually can be performed by a number of different ways; the

decision of assigning a job to a machine on the cell level is thus

dependent upon the cell status at that particular moment. In addi-

tion, sometimes there may be needs to cancel or reassign machines or

other resources because of unexpected breakdowns. Consequently, the

scheduling decision within each cell needs to be adaptive to dynamic

changes of the FMS environment (Ranky [1986], McLean [1983]). In spe-

cifying the desirable functions of the cell controller for the Auto-

mated Manufacturing Research Facilities in National Bureau of

Standards, McLean [1983] characterized them as: (1) state-space

planning, (2) adaptive scheduling, (3) optimizing, and (4) learning.

To achieve these functions In the FMS environment, the incorporation

of artificial intelligence in the schedular becomes necessary.
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Figure V.l The Flowchart for the Two-Level Scheduling Approach
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From the AI perspective, problem solving is frequently described

as finding a series of state-changing actions that will achieve a

desired goal state given the initial state (Newell and Siraon [1972]).

Thus, the scheduling task can be interpreted as developing a course of

action, a plan, for the agents to reach the goals desired. In a

flexible cell, the agents—which may be robots, computerized machines,

or the host computer of a manufacturing cell—can carry out a variety

of operations, including various types of machining, workpiece routing,

loading/unloading, and communication activities. Like most AI-based

problem solver, the scheduling system for a flexible cell is organized

as a knowledge-based system consisting of the following components:

1. A database storing state descriptions of the flexible cell,

referred to as the world model.

2. A knowledge base, consisting of a set of operators, that

modifies the descriptions in the database. These operators
model the state-changing manufacturing activities (Figure V.2).

3. An inference engine that executes the control scheme—it

decides at any given time the most appropriate operator to

apply based on the state descriptions in the world model. This
process continues until the scheduling is completed.

Insert Figure V.2 Here

Scheduling a flexible cell by the inference engine can be

described as a state-space searching process or as exploration of a

tree of possible action sequences. Consequently, the generation of

schedules also suffers from the problem of combinatorial explosion.

There are two ways, among others, by which this complexity problem can

be alleviated: (1) by incorporating a decomposition method and (2) by

employing effective heuristics (Shaw [1986d]). Presenting a



OPERATOR NAME:

ARGUMENTS:

PRECONDITIONS:

ADD-LIST:

RESOURCE:

DURATION:

TRANSFER /* Transfer a part from m to nu */

(?m
1

?m
2

?pt)

FINISH-OP(?m ?op ?pt) A PT-NEXTOP( ?op ?op ?pt) A

MACH-OP(?m
2

?op
2

) A DIFFERENT (Tn^ ?m
2
>

MACH-PT(?m
2

?op
2

?pt) A IDLE(?m )

DELETE-LIST : FINISH-OP(?m ?op ?pt) A PT-NEXT0P( ?op ?op ?pt)

Ym,

(a)

OPERATOR NAME:

ARGUMENTS:

PRECONDITIONS:

ADD-LIST:

DELETE-LIST:

RESOURCE:

DURATION:

GRASP /* take a part from the buffer by the robot

arm */

(?pt arm buffer)

POSITION (arm buffer) A READY-to-GRASP (?pt)

IN-ARM (?pt)

IN-BUFFER (?pt) READY-to-GRASP (?pt)

arm

1

(b)

Figure V.2 Sample Operators
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computation study of such a knowledge -based scheduling system, Shaw

[1986b] described a heuristic searching procedure, called the A*

algorithm, for expiditing the state-space search. The typical compu-

tation reduction resulting from heuristic searching is shown in Figure

V.3, based on the computation study we have conducted on a LISP

machine. Such a knowledge-based approach is also capable of perform-

ing dynamic scheduling and of refining scheduling skills by machine

learning. As such, the Al-based approach appears promising for

cell-level scheduling.

The ability for dynamic scheduling is due primarily to the data-

driven nature of the knowledge-based system. A symbolic description

of the FMS environment is recorded in the world model which uses sen-

sorary data to update the current status of the cell. Since scheduling

is viewed as a problem-solving process which establishes a plan of

actions to achieve the goal (job completions) from the current state of

the system, environment changes are taken into account automatically.

Figure V.4 shows graphically an example of dynamic scheduling, where

environmental changes are caused by new job arrivals, thus triggering

dynamic scheduling.

Insert Figures V.3 and V.4 Here

V.l Performance Analysis

To evaluate the performance of the cooperative problem solving

method, a simulation study has been conducted on hypothetic cellular

flexible manufacturing systems (Shaw [1986b]). The primary objective

of the simulation study is (1) to compare the performance of the
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Computation Reduction Due to Heuristic Searchinj
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bidding scheme with other approaches used for manufacturing task

assignment in prior research. Specifically, we compared the bidding

method with the centralized, dynamic dispatching method; and (2) to

evaluate the performance of the bidding scheme using different

heuristics in bidding. For this purpose, the shortest-processing-time

(SPT) heuristic and the earliest-finishing-time (EFT) heuristic are

evaluated. To this end, three coordination strategies are tested for

performance comparison: (1) Myopic-SPT, a centralized scheme

employing shortest-processing-time as the dispatching rule; (2)

Bidding-SPT, a distributed scheme employing shortest-processing-times

to calculate bids; (3) Bidding-EFT, a distributed scheme employing

earliest-finish-times to calculate the bids.

In effect, the scheduling problem of the cellular system is parti-

tioned into two decisions:

(1) the assignment of jobs to the appropriate manufacturing cells; and

(2) the scheduling of jobs within each cell.

The simulation study was conducted on the cellular FMS with dif-

ferent configurations, each configuration determined by the set of

parameters randomly selected. For each job arrival, the interarrival

time is exponentially distributed; the set of operations required by a

job is randomly selected from a set of 10 operations. The processing

time for each operation is exponentially distributed. In the case of

myopic-SPT simulation, the actual processing time differs with the

corresponding estimation by a deviation generated by normal distribu-

tion with mean zero. In order to account for the time taken for

reaching the scheduling decision, we have incorporated a duration
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estimation, denoted by SD , between the time when the job arrives and

the time when the job is assigned to a cell. This duration represents

the time taken for reaching a given scheduling decision. For sched-

uling with the bidding-EFT method, this duration is

SD = communication-delay * 2 + task-evaluation time.

The SD value assigned to simulation runs for the bidding-SPT method is

shorter because less information needs to be collected. The SD value

assigned to myopic-SPT is the shortest due to the saving on communica-

tion delay. The time taken for a station in the token-bus network to

broadcast a packet to every other station is assumed to be constant,

independent of the load of the communication network.

The response variables gathered from the simulation runs are the

following:

(1) job flow time statistics;

(2) proportion of jobs failing to meet the due date;

(3) job lateness and tardiness statistics; and

(4) average in-process waiting time.

The due-date for each job is calculated by

Due-date = TNOW + (estimated total processing

time) * 1.3 + (no. of operations) * SD.

The performance of each scheduling approach was evaluated by 12

simulation runs, using the combination of 3 sets of configuration

parameters and 4 sets of random-number seeds in generating various
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distributions. The simulation programs are written in SLAM, a

Fortran-based simulation language, on CYBER 175.

Insert Figures VI. 1 Here

As described in the objectives of the simulation study, we are

especially interested in comparing the performance between bidding-SPT

and bidding-EFT to evaluate the two scheduling heuristics incorporated

in the bidding function. Furthermore, by comparing the performance of

the bidding-SPT and myopic-SPT, we can evaluate the characteristics of

distributed scheduling with the bidding mechanism against centralized

scheduling with myopic dispatching rules.

The simulation results for the three scheduling methods performed

on the six-cell systems are shown in Figure VI. 1. Among the perfor-

mance data, two particular results stand out: (1) bidding-EFT clearly

has the best performance in terms of mean flow-time, tardiness, and

in-process waiting-time measures. (2) The bidding-SPT method performs

significantly better than the myopic-SPT method, also in terms of late

jobs, in-process waiting time, tardiness, and mean flow-time.

The distributed scheduling method performs better than the cen-

tralized counterpart primarily because, by executing the bidding

mechanism, the scheduling decision is achieved by cells collectively

based on purely local information stored within each cell. If the

scheduling was to be done with centralized control, then there must be

a global database and thereby a large amount of communication activi-

ties are needed to keep the dynamic information in the database up-to-

date. In contrast, by letting each individual cell estimate its
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Figure VI. 1 Simulation Results of Using (a) Bidding-EFT,

(b) Bidding-SPT and (c) Myopic-SPT Strategies
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"price" for performing the announced tasks, all the estimation and

calculation can be done based on information stored within the cell,

and message-passing is carried out only to announce task or submit

bid. Therefore, the distributed scheduling scheme utilizes more

accurate information for estimating scheduling heuristics.

It is shown that the SPT dispatching rule, while performing well

in many situations, is relatively insensitive to the accuracy of the

estimation on processing times; i.e., it degrades gracefully with

incorrect information on processing time (Conway [1962] and Baker

[1976]). However, our results further show that having more up-to-date

information still results in significantly better performance overall

and the effort to obtain such information at the expense of

communication overhead is well worthwhile.

In addition, the distributed scheduling scheme has much greater

flexibility in taking into account additional information such as the

estimated waiting time or estimated transporting time because deci-

sions are made locally and these data are readily available. No extra

communication messages are necessary. This additional information,

constituting the major difference between bidding-SPT and bidding-EFT

schemes, significantly improves the scheduling performance.

The distributed scheduling scheme also introduces parallel pro-

cessing into the scheduling decision, since the bidding mechanism

implies that the scheduling heuristics are estimated concurrently by

the bidding cells, rather than letting a central scheduler do all the

calculation. Parallel processing not only increases scheduling effi-

ciency, it also helps avoid the possible communication bottleneck
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associated with any central scheduler. The other implication is that

the reliability would improve as a result, since the scheduling perfor-

mance would degrade gracefully if any cell-scheduler breaks down. Such

reliability improvement, however, is not explicitly shown in the simu-

lation results.

VII. Conclusions

We have shown a cooperative problem-solving method for scheduling

cellular FMS. The method has the following features: (1) it employs

distributed control; no cell has greater importance, as far as sche-

duling is concerned, than any other cell; (2) the underlying scheduling

heuristic is flexible, and can take into account such information as

loading factor, unexpected break-downs, or resource constraints in the

bidding scheme; (3) compared with the traditional manufacturing control

methods, the bidding mechanism is characterized by its more accurate

information contents without spending the cost of constant updating

—

the performance improvement by such information is verified by simula-

tion results; (A) based on the cooperative problem-solving paradigm,

we can show a scheduling method that considers the characteristics of

the communication network, i.e., loosely coupled nodes with distri-

buted control, packet-switching, communication delay, and the broad-

casting capability; (5) the distributed organization enables us to

take a divide-and-conquer strategy to manage the whole flexible manu-

facturing system, that is, the knowledge-base in each cell is a stand-

alone decision-making unit, thus greatly simplifying the complexity of

information processing requirements; and (6) the scheduler at each
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cell uses heuristic procedure to generate schedules—it can adapt to

changes of the manufacturing environment.

An interesting characteristic of the methodology is that an

unified framework is used for cellular scheduling and for achieving

inter-cell cooperation; both are treated as state-space problem-

solving processes. We have also shown the implementation aspect of

the cooperative problem-solving method, which uses the augmented

Petri-net to model the bidding scheme, the controlled production

system to execute the coordination mechanism, and a knowledge-base

system to carry out cell-level scheduling.
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